Cloning and template activity of the origins of replication of phage phi 29 DNA.
A 73-bp fragment from the left end of phi 29 DNA and a 269-bp fragment from the right end have been cloned in plasmids pPLc28 and pKK223-3, respectively, after removal of the terminal protein p3 by treatment with piperidine. In addition, the 73- and 269-bp fragments were cloned together in plasmid pKK223-3 in such a way that the two termini of phi 29 DNA were joined. Treatment of the latter recombinant plasmid with AhaIII releases several fragments, two of which contain the phi 29 DNA terminal sequences at the DNA end. These two fragments initiated replication specifically at the ends of the DNA giving rise to the formation of the p3-dAMP complex. The activity was about 15% of that obtained with phi 29 DNA-protein p3. All remaining recombinant plasmids were essentially inactive when tested as templates either in circular form or after cutting in such a way that placed the origin of phi 29 DNA replication close but not at the DNA end.